International collaboration regarding intelligence services and intelligence studies

Chairs: Robin Libert (State Security) and Guy Goemanne (GSIS)

09h00 – 09h30: Welcome reception

09h30 – 09h40: Opening conference
Guy Rapaille (Standing committee I) - FR

09h40 – 09h50: Welcome
Robin Libert (State Security) and Guy Goemanne (GSIS) – FR/NL

09h50 – 10h10: The Belgian Intelligence Academy

10h10 – 10h40: International cooperation between intelligence services and (inter)national control
Mr H.N. Harm Brouwer (Chairman CTIVD) – NL

10h40 – 11h10: Declassification NATO archives
Dr Ineke Deserno (NATO) – ENG

11h10 – 11h30: Coffee break

11h30 – 12h00: Creating epistemic communities in the field of intelligence studies
Professor Bob de Graaff (NISA) – ENG

12h00 – 12h30: Croatian Intelligence Academy
Professor Gordan Akrap (Hybrid Warfare Institute) – ENG

12h30 – 13h30: Lunch

13h30 – 14h00: Intelligence reform, international collaboration and intelligence studies: the Greek perspective
Professor John Nomikos (RIEAS - Greece) - ENG

14h00 – 14h30: Intelligence studies in France
Professor Olivier Forcade (Université Paris-Sorbonne) - FR

14h30 – 15h00: Intelligence studies in Austria
Professor Siegfried Beer (Universität Graz, President ACIPSS) - ENG

15h00 – 15h20: Conclusions
Professor Marc Cools (Ghent University)

15h20 – 16h30: Network drink